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Automotive flash MCUs at smaller nodes
boost OTA reliability
MAJEED AHMAD, AUTOMOTIVE CONTRIBUTOR

Flash MCUs facilitate programmable code storage, which
reduces production costs and expands the scope of realtime adaptive control applications. Not surprisingly,
therefore, automotive is the single largest user of flash
MCUs.
Read More +

The need for deep packet inspection in automotive networks
CHRISTOPHER MASH, MARVELL

In the past five years, the move to more sophisticated functions within the car, driven by
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), has stipulated higher levels of connectivity.
Significantly higher throughput of data communication, with the goal to reduce latency through
the network, has prompted a review of which networking approach should be employed. This has
coincided with the growth of in-car infotainment systems, Wi-Fi network capability, and
provisioning future ease of support for V2X systems.
Read More +

The next plateau for autonomous driving
RICH NASS, EMBEDDED COMPUTING DESIGN

About a year ago, I reported on a story out of Mentor Graphics, that the company was releasing a
chipset aimed at autonomous driving. The chipset, the DRS360, was based on a Xilinx Zynq
FPGA. Fast forward to today, and Mentor Graphics is now a division of Siemens, and that gives
them a little more muscle.
Read More +

650 V silicon carbide FETs offer silicon
substitution to cut losses in power
systems
JAMIE LELAND, EMBEDDED COMPUTING DESIGN

?With ESD-protected gates (HBM class 2) and strong
avalanche capability these SiC FETs are both more
economical and more rugged that GaN devices with

comparable ratings. In the most demanding applications,
such as EV charging, we are now seeing a clear
preference for SiC technology for both new designs and
to replace silicon Superjunction MOSFETs in existing
systems.?
Read More +

Lynx accelerates secure ADAS development with LynxSecure
port
JAMIE LELAND, EMBEDDED COMPUTING DESIGN

The company has announced that LynxSecure 6.0, the latest version of its separation kernel
hypervisor, has been ported to the NXP S32V, one of the industry?s most popular platforms for
autonomous machine vision applications.
Read More +

Overcome file system incompatibilities
when sharing data across disparate
devices
KATIA SHABANOVA, PARAGON SOFTWARE

Modern consumers exchange massive amounts of data
between smartphones, tablets, laptops, cameras, in-car
infotainment systems, smart TVs, set-top units, and other
devices?all running on different platforms and formatted
with unique file systems which are frequently
incompatible with each other.
Read More +

Renesas 28 nm automotive control MCU integrates 16 MB on-

chip flash, up to six CPU cores
ECD STAFF

RH850/E2x MCUs incorporate up to six 400 MHz CPU cores and deliver up to 9600 MIPS, which
the company claims is the highest performance for an automotive-grade MCU in the industry.
Read More +

Renesas R-Car V3H drives automotive
front cameras for level 3/4 autonomous
vehicles
BRANDON LEWIS, EMBEDDED COMPUTING DESIGN

Based on the IMP-X5+ image recognition engine and
optimized for use in stereo front cameras, the R-Car V3H
delivers 5x the CV performance of its predecessor at
only 0.3 W.
Read More +

IAR DevCon Series kicks off in San Jose
ECD STAFF

These events will include a forward-looking keynote,
delivered by an executive of IAR Systems, followed by
an update to the popular IAR Embedded Workbench
product. Specifically, the DevCons will address how IAR
System's Embedded Workbench tool portfolio pertains to
Embedded, IoT, Industrial, and Automotive application
areas.
Read More +

Seamless control of automotive networks
MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

UNICENS software encapsulates the network specifics
and allows you to focus on your application development
rather than burdensome network management details.
You can choose your preferred device control method
including Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST?)
technology?s FBlock, Ethernet IP or user-specific
methods.
Read More +
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